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We have studied the n p events with a charged secondary 

carrying transverse momentum above 1 GeV/c. The data were taken at 

Serpukhov accelerator using 38 GeV/c n- beam to produce the high 

pL particle in the -20 em liquid hydrogen target placed at the 

forepart. of the 4.7 m streamer chamber (spectrometer RISK). The 

event trigger employed the telescope of 3 MWPC's positioned just 

above the end part of the streamer chamber (last 0.7 m). This 

location corresponds to polar angle near so· in c.m.s. Whole 

apparatus was placed inside the 1.5 T magnetic field. The trigger 

electronics accepted the events with at least one charged particle 

having transverse momentum above predetermined threshold. All 

charged tracks in -3000 selected events were reconstructed using 

the film measurement. The details about the experimental apparatus 

and event reconstruction can be found elsewhere[ 1 J. 

The raw transverse momentum distribution for trigger 

particles is displayed in fig. 1 by dots. The histograms were 

Fig. 1: 
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The raw (not corrected for the trigger acceptance) 

trans'!erse momerttum distribution for the trigger 

particles - the dots with error bars. The histograms are 

LUND model predictions for the trigger particles 

produced in soft collisions - dotted line; in hard 

collisions - dashed line; in higher twist hard processes 

- dotted-da,shed line; the sum of soft and hard processes 

- full line. 
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obtained using the LUND Monte-Carlo to generate events in soft 

(JETSET 6.2[ 2 )) and bard (TWISTER 1.2[ 3 1) n-p collisions at 38 

GeV/c. We must note, that for the values of the trigger particle 

p.l. around 1 GeV/c, the employment of both models is on the verge 

of their applicability. The two samples are weighted according to 

inelastic n p cross section[ 4 J for soft interactions and 

calculated cross section for QCD hard subpr·ocesses (done by 

THISTER program itself). The higher twist processes, like q~ ~ gM 

and qg ~ qM, where M is a· directly produced meson, are also 

considered among. hard collisions[ 5 , 6 1. The program simulating the 

experimental apparatus was used to select trigger particles from 

generated events. In fig. 1, there are shown the proposed 

contributions for various underlaying mechanisms and the good 

agreement is seen between the experimental data and predicted 

final spectrum. According to these calculations the feed-through 

due to the soft interactions is on the level -1/3 and the hard 

processes contributed -60% of minimum twists (MT is the 

standard parton-parton scattering with subsequent fragmentation) 

and -7% of higher twists (HT),The experimental observations of the 
prompt p

0 -production in n-Be interactions at 300 GeV/c[ 7 ) and 

prompt Q~-production at ISR[ 8 ) recently reported were attributed 

to the HT mechanisms.' We try to investigate the • rOle of the HT 
nrn~pqR~~ i" hinh 

mind, that the 

!"'..1. ~?.!"i:i.~!-= 

models[5,6J 

!'':!:"':'':!'-~":'~:!. -::-!"! !:. ~ 

predict an 

l ....... ~.,.- ...................... ,...~. 
--··-- -•a--c:;oJ 

increase of 

contribution relative to the MT one in latter case. 

~:~~~·!.::~ ..;.,... 

the HT 

The subprocess uu ~ gp
0 is one of the prominent channels 

among the HT processes in rr-p interactions[ 6 J. We note that in 

such mechanism the directly produced p
0 •meson picks up the full 

momentum transfer carried by the exchange, while the 0 
P -meson 

created in parton fragmentation shares the momentum transfer with 

other products. Hence we tried to separate the events with prompt 

p
0 -production selecting a pair of oppositely charged secondaries, 

with their net transverse momentum compensating the transverse 

momentum of the trigger particle. It must be mentioned here, that 

due to the primordial p.l. of the interacting valence u and u quarks 

inside the incoming rr- and p1 respectively, and also due to the 

dietorsion of the gluon fragmentation function when a single high 

p.l. particle trigger is used, the differnce between the transverse 

momenta of the triggered secondary and directly produced p 0 -meson 

will be biased into the trigger side in the colliding hadron's 
+ -c.m.s. In fact, we apply the following cuts for the n n -system 

(all associated charged particles .were taken as1f" -mesons): 

2 

.,1 

i. The azimuthal angle between the trigger particle's and 

rr+rr--system's momenta, ~~. should be near to 180", we used: 

~~ > 162.5° (= 180'- 17.5"). ( 1) 

ii. We define the algebraic sum of the transverse momentum of the 
+ - rrrr d f h ' · f h ' n n -system p.l. an o t e proJect1on o t e tr1gger 

particle· s transverse momentum p~ in the direc'tion of the 
+ -rr rr -system: 

~P = Prrn + pT.cos(~~). 
.1. .1. .1. 

(2) 

The value of this variable would go to a zero, if the 

transverse momenta of the trigger particle and of the 

n+rr--system compensate each other, but taking into account the 

trigger bias as discussed above, this value can be slightly 

negative, of the order of the primordial p.L of quarks inside 

the hadrons. Therefore we will take the events with the n+n

combinations under condition, that the value of (2) is higher 

than some (negative) threshold. 

First, in fig. 2, there are shown the n+rr--effective mass 

Fig. 2: 
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The n+n--invariant mass spectra for those 

.-combinations, for which the azimuthal angle between 

momenta of the n+n--system and the trigger particle 

162.5' and the variable ~P.L defined in (2) satisfy: 

(a) -0.5 GeV/c < ~P.L < -0.25 GeV/c; 

(b) ~P.L > -0.25 GeV/c. 
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(M ) distributions for the n+n--systems satisfying the condition 
mr (1), whare 

(a} the value of ~Pi is between -0.5 GeV/c < ~Pi <-0.25 GeV/c 

(b) the lower bound for it is ~Pi > -0.26 GeV/c. 

In ~he latter case (b) we see well-pronounced signal, which we 

interprete as the p
0
-production. On the other side, if the 

transverse momentum of the n+n--system does not compensate the 

trigger particle's p~ (case (a)), no enhancement in the p 0 -mass 
region is seen. 

In order to demonstrate this behavior more clearly, we fitted 

the n+n--effective mass spectra obtained under condition (1) for 

various intervals in ~Pi with the relativistic p-wave 

Breit-Wigner distribution with the p
0 mass and width fixed at the 

values M = 770 MeV/c
2 

and r = 160 MeV;c 2 and a background p p 
parametrization: 

BG(Mnn) = q ( Mnn). exp( -(3. Mnn), (3) 
where q(M) is the decay momentum. The fits were performed using 

events with the n+n--effective mass from the interval 0.6 GeV;c 2 < 

Mnn< 0.96 GeV/c
2

, where the simple background parametrization (3) 

is sufficient enough and the contributions from other resonances 
+-o * +-and/or their r;flections (e.g. "' .. n n n , K + Kn.' £

2
(1270}+ n n ) 

· should be small. On the other side, the usage of the .,,,ore 
complicated background parametrization 

could be dangerous with our limited 
(with more free parameters) 

statistics. The obtained 
result is de111onstrated in the fig. 3 as the- normalized p 0 -meson 

Fig. 3: 
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p -mesons in the 

variable ~Pi (non-compensated transverse momentum, see 

(2)), which are produced opposite in the azimuth to the 

high pi trigger particle. The azimuthal angle between the 

trigger particle's and the p
0 -meson's m~menta is limited 

by ~~ > 162.6°. 
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distribution in the variable ~Pi defined in (2). This distribution 

exhibits an enhancement of the number of events with p 0 -meson in 

the region ~p > -0.26 GeV/c, that means when the transverse 
i T 

momentum of the p 0 -meson practically completely compensates the p 
. i 

of the trigger particle. The dashed line in the fig. 3 was 

obtained using generated events under the same conditions and it 

shows the shape of this distribution for the p 0 -mesons produced 

via standard fragmentation in the MT processes. We are not 

normalize properly the generated distribution, because the 

which we used, overestimate the over-all p
0 -production 

energy. Nevertheless, we may conclude from the shape of 

able to 

models, 

at our 

the p
0 

spectrum in the ~Pi variable, that the observed enhancement of the 

p"-mesons at ~Pi> -0.25 GeV/c could not be explained using 

standard fragmentation mechanism of the p
0 -production. On the 

other side, many of the generated HT events with directly produced 

p
0 -mesons contribute to the ~Pi > -0.25 GeV/c region, but their 

total number (-15) is significantly lower than the number of 

observed events (90±30) in the same region. Because of limited 

Monte-Carlo statistics, which are on the level of the 

experimental ones, we are not able to draw any distribution for 

the HT events. Similar enhancement in the production of p 0 -mesons, 

whose transverse momentum compensates the p of another charged 
- i [7] 

secondary in the n Be events was observed at 300 GeV/c . 

We also studied the po1ar1za~1on proper~ies 
() 

p -mt::bUU.b OI 

selected by conditions (1) and ~pi >· -0.25 GeV/c. We define ~he 
+ -angle E>T between the normal to the n n -system production plane 

(z-axis in the transversity frame) and the direction of n+ in the 

"+,- rest frame. Then we distribute selected events accordiilg to the 
value of cos eT into several subsamples. The same fitting 

procedure as described above was performed for events from each 

subsample. The resulting distribution of the p
0 -mesons in cos eT 

is demonstrated in fig. 4. Since this distribution has minimum 

at cos eT = 0, it implies, that the probability of the zero p 0 

spin projection onto the normal to the production plane will be 

larger than its value for unpolarized p
0 -mesons (1/3). We obtain 

the estimate of this probability, which is equal to the element of 

t.he spin-densi +;!''matrix pT · in the trans'len:i ty frame, by fitting 
00 

the cos eT distribution wjth 

dN /d(coseT) = ~2 N .[1 + * (1- 3pT ).(1- 3cos2eT)). (4) 
P -P b · <>O 

We found the result pT = 0.86 ± 0.23. We checked the stability of 
00 
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for those 0 + -p -+ n rr decay in the transversity frame 
0 P -mesons, which satisfy the same conditions as in 

fig. 2(b). 

this estimation to the binning in cos E>T and background 

parametrization ( 3) ue ing instead linear, quadratic and 

qa.exp(-~.M) shapes. The standard method, the substructiun ~f the 

averaged number over the two regions of the effective mass 

adjacent to the p
0 -mass region, was tried and also the over-all 

maximum likelyhood fit in Mmr and cos E>T (th;- parametrization of 

background cos E>T distributio~ must be supplied in the latter 

case) was used to obtain the p~0 value. It was found, that the 

maximal deviation from the above presented mean could be -0.07 and 

+0.06, thus the systematic error is much smaller than the 

statistical one. 
We analyzed the decay angle distributions in the Dottfried

Jackson frame (the z-axis is directed along the beam or target 

momentum in the rest frame of the rr+n--system produced in the 

forward or backward c.m.s. hemisphere respectively) and in the 

s-channel helicity frame (the z-axis is directed along the 

rr+rr--system momentum in the colliding hadrons c.m.s. ). The 

the estimates of the spin-density matrix element 

investigated frames are presented in the table 

shown, that these values satisfy the constraints 

parity conservation and unitarity condition. 

Poo 
It can 

in 

be easy 

yielding from 

Smaller p 0 -spin 

alignment was observed in the inclusive rrN collisions at lower 

energiesl 9 l. 

In fig.5, our estimate of thef~o in the transversity frame 

is compared with the values obtained for the~ 0-mesons inclusively 

ptoduced in the pp interactions at 5.7 GeV/c, 12 GeV/c and 
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Fig. 5: The p:-dependence of the spin-density matrix element p!
0 

in the transversity frame for the p
0 -mesons produced 

inclusively in pp interactions at 5.7 GeV/c, 12 GeV/c and 

22.4 GeV/c and in pp collisions at 24 GeV/c[IO]compared with 

our estimate for the p 0 -mesons, whose transverse momentum 

compensates the p~ of trigger particle, in rr-p high-p~ 

;n+~~~~+i0~~ ~+ ~R ~~v1~ 

22.4 GeV/c for various transverse momenta squared[ 10 1. It must be 

mentioned here, that this comparison is not strictly rigorous, 

because the point for the n-p collisions at 38 GeV/c is related to 
0 • 

the p -mesons, whose transverse momentum compensates the p~ of 

another charged secondary and not to the inclusive p
0 -production. 

Nevertheless, we see from fig. 5 the rapid increase of the 

probability for the p
0 -meson to have the zero spin projection onto 

the normal to the p
0 production plane with the increase of its 

transverse momentum squared. This effect could be 

the valence antiquark-quark interactions, because 

attrituted to 

the p
0-spin 

aligment is not observed in the pp collisions at comparable 

energy[lO]_ More~ver, in the HT diagrams for qq interactions, the 

states with zero helicity of directly produced vector mesons are 

strongly suppressed[6] (this is consequence of keeping gluon on 

mass-sh~ll in qq ~ gM subprocess). Similar explanation of the 

p"-spin alignment, based on gluon emission, was originally 

proposed in the paper[ll]_ In the case of fully aligned p 0 -mesons 

7 



in the helicity frame, the values of the spin-density matrix 

elements p
00 

will be 0.0 and 0.5 in the helicity and transversity 

frames respectively. Thus, the observed behaviour of the p0 -meson 

polarization could be qualitatively understand as the 

manifestation of the HT mechanism. 

In conclusion we summarize the presented results obtained 

from the analyzis of the associated charged production in the rr-p 

events with single particle high-p1 trigger at 38 GeV/c: 

i. The enhancement of the number of events was observed, in which 

the trigger particle transverse momentum is practically 

completely compensated with the transverse momentum of the 

p 0 -meson. The normalized p0 -meson distribution in the variable 

~P~ (non-compensated transverse momentum, defined in (2)) is 

displayed in fig. 3. 

ii. It was demonstrated, that the p 0 -mesons, whose transverse 

momentum compensates the trigger particle p .I.' have large tensor 

polarization (or spin-alignment) in the transversity frame. 

The probability of the zero spin projection onto the normal 

to the p
0 production plane was estimated to be equal to 

pT = 0.86 ± 0.23. The results in other frames are presented in 
00 

the table 

Both these effects can be at least qualitatively explained taking 

.lUL.U ldl~ I..:UUb.l.UtLC1L.o..L.Ul.l. 
~ - ! t_ . - ... ..! - -

..._.Vll '-'J.. ..LUVl ...,..._.._.,~ ... t!-.. ::. !--.. ::..~::::::..~ :, ~~:.:: ~ 

mechanisms to the high-p~ particle production. One of the 

prominent cl~els among the HT mechanisms was predicted to be the 
subprocess qq ~ gM, where M is directly produced vector meson[S]_ 

The observed enhancement of the p 0 -production in similar 

conditions at higher energy[?] was attributed to the HT processes. 

Presented results are in accord with the prediction of increasing 

r6le of the HT mechanisms at lower energies in high-p~ particles 

production[ 5 •6 J. But, as we already mentioned, the observed rate 

of such events in this experiment is even higher than that one 

obtained with Monte-Carlo calculation using program TWISTER 

1.2[ 3 l.The increase of the p 0 -meson spin alignment with transverse 

momentum in rr-p and pp collisions and also the lack of this effect 

in pp interactions[lO] (in the latter case the subropcesses 

invoking antiquarks are strongly supressed) justify the conclusion 

about the significant contribution of the HT mechanisms to the 

production of high-p~ particles in collisions of hadrons 

containing valence antiquark. 

8 

Table. The estimated values of the spin-density matrix 

element p 00 in the transversity, Gottfried-Jackson 

pnd helicity frames for the p0 -mesons produced 

in rr-p high p~ events at 38 GeVIc and satisfying 

the conditions (1) and ~P~ > -0.25 GeVIc (~p~ is 

defined in (2)). The errors are statistical only. 

Frame 
Poo x 21p.d.f. 

Transversity 0.86 ± 0.23 0.7 I 3 

Gottfried-Ja~kson 0.14 ± 0.23 0.2 I 3 

Helicity 0.04 ± 0.22 3.6 I 3 
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6aHHHKOB A.B. "llP· El-88-476 
0 pOnH MeXaHH3Ma ~CW"''X TBHCTOB B ,- p c06btTHRX npH 

38 r3B/c c POlKileHHeM p0 Me30HOB 6onbworo nonepe4HOro .. Mnynbca 

B "-p B3aHMOileHCTB .. RX np .. 38 r3B/c c noMOwb~ MarHHTHOro cneKTPOMeTpa 
co cTpHMepHOH KaMepoH /ycTaHOBKa PHCK/ HBY4an .. cb co6wTHR c o6pa3oeaHHeM 
no MeHbWeH Mepe OllHOH 3apRmeHHOH 4aCTH4W /TpHrrepHOH/ C nonepe4HWM HMnynb
COM BWWe 1 r3B/C, BWJTeTa~eH nOll yrJTOM 900 B C.4.M. nony4eHbl il'aHHWe OTHO
CHTeflbHO KOppen~4HH MemAY BTOPH~~MM aapRmeHH~MH 4aCTH4aMM, conpOBO~a~HMH 
TpHrrepHy~ 4aCTH4Y a ra~x saaHMo~eHcrsHRX. PeaynbTaT~ aHanHaa CBHAeTenb
crBy~T, ~TO Cpe~H C06~TH~, B KOTOp~X nonepe~H~~ HMnynbC TpHrrepHO~ ~aCTH4~ 
npaKTH4eCKH nonHOCTb~ KOMneHCHpOBaH nonepe4H~M HMnynbCOM nap~ npoTHBOno
nomHO 3apRmeHH~X 4aCTH4, 3aMe~HYO AOn~ COCTaBnR~T B3aHMO~e~CbBHR 1 r~e napa 
RBnReTCR OPOAYKTOM pacna.qa P -Me30Ha. noKa3aHO, 4TO TaKHe p -Me30H~ o6na
Aa~T B~COKO~ TeH30pHO~ nonRpH3a4He~: BepORTHOCTb paBeHCTBa Hyn~ npOeK4HH 
CnHHa Ha OCb, nepneHAHKYnRpHy~ nnOCKOCTH pomAeHHR p0 -Me30Ha, COCTaBnReT 
0,86+0,23. HaJTH4He TaKHx co6wT"H MOmHo Ka4eCTBeHHO o6bRCHHTb TeM, 4TO B 
o6pa3oaaHHH 4aCTH4 C 60nbWHM nonepe4~M HMOYflbCOM BHOCHT Cy~eCTBeHH~H BKnaA 
MexaHH3M BWCWHX TBHCTOB, T. e. npo4eCCW THna qq ~ gM "JTH qg ~ qM /M - npRMO 
PO*AeHH~H MescH/. BMecTe c TeM,Ha6n~aeMoe 4Hcno TaKHx co6~TH~ a HeCKonbKO 
pa3 B~We, 4eM 04eHKa,npoee.qeHHaR Ha OCHOBe nYH~-MOAenH, B KOTOpOH YT04HeH~ 
TaKHe npo4ecc~. 

Pa6oTa ewnonHeHa B na6opaToP"H RAePHWX npo6neM OH~H. 
fipenpHHT 061oe,lUUU!HHOrO HHCTHTyTll R,llepHbiX HccneAOB&.HHii . .lly61fa 1988 

Bannikov A.V. et al. El-88-476 
Evidence for Higher Twist Mechanisms In Hiqh p "-p Events 
with Prompt p0 production at 38 GeV/c • 

The "lP interactions with at least one charged secondary produced at 
polar angle of -900 in c.m.s. and having the transverse momentum above 
1 GeV/c were investigated. The data were obtained using streamer chamber 
magnetic spectrometer RISK at 38 GeV/c "-beam fro" Serpukhov accelerator. 
The analysis of the associated production in reconstructed events sug
gests, that if the transverse momentum of a pair of oppositely charged 
secondaries compensates the trigger particle p• practically completely, 
this pair is the product of the p0 -meson decay in marked fraction of 
such events. We observed a large spin-alignment for the p"-mesons selec
ted as described above: the probability of zero spin projection onto 
the normal to the p0 production plane Is equal to~~= 0.86~0.23. The en
hancement of the number of events, In which the Po picks up practically 
full momentum transfer carrying by the exchange, and also the enlarged 
tensor polarization lor the p0 -mesons In these events,could be qualita
tively explained 9s manifestation of direct p~productlon vfa the QCD 
higher twist processes in the high P."-P coli is ions. At the same time, 
the observed effects are markedly larger, than the values predicted with 
QCD model, In which the higher twist corrections were included. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Nuclear 

Problems, J I NR. 
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6aHHHKOB A. B. H AP· E1-88-476 
0 p011H MeXaHH3Ma BbiCWio1X TBHCTOB B ,- p Co6btTio1RX npH 

38 r3B/c c POIKAeHHeM p0 Me30HOB 60JlbWOro nonepe4Horo HMIIYilbCa 

B "-P B3aHMOAe~CTBHRX npH 38 r3B/c c IIOMO~b~ MarHHTHoro cneKTPOMeTpa 
co cTpHMepHo~ KaMepo~ /ycTaHOBKa PHCK/ HBy4anHCb co6~THR c o6paaoeaHHeM 
no MeHbWe~ Mepe OAHO~ 3apAmeHHOH ~aCTH~bt /TpHrrepHOH/ C nonepe4HbtM HMnynb
COM ~we 1 r3B/c, B~neTa~e~ !lOA yrnoM 90° B c.~.M. nony4eH~ AaHHble OTHO
CHTeflbHO KOppeflA4HH Me*AY BTOPH4HWMH aapAmeHHbtMH 4aCTH4aMH, COnpoBOmAa~HMH 
TpHrrepHy~ 4aCTH4Y 8 TaKHX 83aHMOAeHcT8~RX. PeaynbTaT~ aHan~aa C8~AeTenb

cTBy~T, 4TO cpe~H co6~THH, 8 KOTOp~X nonepe4H~H ~MnynbC Tp~rrepHOH 4aCTH4~ 
npaKTH4eC~ nonHOCTb~ KOMOeHCHp08aH nonepe4HWM HMnynbCOM nap~ npOTHBOno
flOmHO 3apRmeHH~X 4aCTH4, 3aMebHYC AOfl~ COCTaBnR~T 83aHMOAeHCtBHR, rAe napa 
RBJlReTCR OPOAYKTOM pacnaAa p -Me30Ha. rloKa3aHO, 4TO TaKHe p -Me30Hbl 06na
Aa~T B~COKOH TeH30pHOH 00flRpH3a4HeH: aepORTHOCTb paaeHCTBa Hyn~ npOeKUHH 
CnHHa Ha OCb, nepneHAHKYflRPHY~ OflOCKOCTH pOmAeHHR p 0-Me30Ha, COCTaBnReT 
0,86+0,23. HanH4He TaKHX C06~THH MOIKHO Ka4eCTBeHHO 06bACHHTb TeM, 4TO B 
06paaoBaHHH 4aCTH~ C 60!lbWHM nonepe4~M HMIIYilbCOM BHOCHT cy~eCTBeHH~~ BKilaA 
MexaHH3M B~CWHX TBHCTOB, T .e. npo~eCC~ THna qq ~ gM HllH qg ~ qM /M - npRMO 
po~eHH~H MeaoH/. BMecTe c TeM,Ha6n~aeMoe 4Hcno TaKHX co6~THH a HecKonbKO 
pas Bb~We, 4eM 04eHKa,npoBeAeHHaR Ha OCHOBe nYHA-MOAenH, B KOTOpoH YT04HeH~ 
TaKHe npo4ecc~. 

Pa6oTa B~nOnHeHa B na6opaTOPHH RAePH~X npo6neM OH~H. 
llpenpiDIT 061oeAHHeHHOro IDfCnnyTa ~epnblx uccne,IJ,oBaHHli. ,Uy6ua 1988 

Bannikov A.V. et al. E1-88-476 
Evidence for Higher Twist Mechanisms in Hiqh p "-p Events 
with Prompt p0 production at 38 GeV/c -' 

The "-P interactions with at least one charged secondary produced at 
polar angle of -90° in c.m.s. and having the transverse momentum above 
1 GeV/c were investigated, The data were obtained using streamer chamber 
magnetic spectrometer RISK at 38 GeV/c "-beam frm Serpukhov accelerator. 
The analysis of the associated production in reconstructed events sug
gests, that if the transverse momentum of a pair of oppositely charged 
secondaries compensates the trigger particle p-' practically completely, 
this pair is the product of the p0 -meson decay in marked fraction of 
such events. We observed a large spin-alignment for the p"-mesons selec
ted as described above: the probability of zero spin projection onto 
the normal to the p0 production plane Is equal to P.T= 0.86+0,23. The en
hancement of the number of events, In which the p0 

0~lcks up practically 
full momentum transfer carrying by the exchange, and also the enlarged 
tensor polarization tor the p0 -mesons In these events,could be qualita
tively explained iS manifestation of direct p~productlon via the QCD 
higher twist processes in the high p.w-p coli is ions. At the same time, 
the observed effects are markedly larger, than the values predicted with 
QCD model, in which the higher twist corrections were included. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Nuclear 
Problems, J f NR. 
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